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Agenda Item 2-III.A. 
 

Society of American Archivists 

Council Meeting 

May 17, 2021 

Virtual Meeting 

 

Archival Compensation Task Force:   

Salary Transparency Advocacy 
(Prepared by Council Member Melissa G. Gonzales) 

 

 

BACKGROUND  

 

This Action Item is being submitted for a second time by the Archival Compensation Task Force 

(ACTF) so Council can vote on promoting archival salary advocacy by seeking transparency in 

job postings to the SAA Job Board, Career Center, blogs, and social media.  

 

The archival profession continues to be plagued by inadequate compensation for individuals, 

which has negatively affected retention and diversification efforts. Many formal and informal 

surveys executed by archivists and archival organizations over the past decade have shown that 

the issue is growing worse as reflected through job postings that request vast amounts of 

education and skills for compensation that is not commensurate or justifiable in comparison. One 

serious issue to keep in mind is the number of SAA members who have opted to leave the 

profession for more financially stable careers, thereby affecting SAA’s sustainability. It is time 

that we actively address this issue before it alters the future of the profession by demeaning 

degrees and skillsets, which in turn will adversely affect collections through inadequate care and 

accessibility.    

 

DISCUSSION  

 

Many regional organizations have already advocated on behalf of archivists and the profession 

by promoting salary transparency through job postings on their sites.1 If institutions decline to 

provide the salary range in job postings, these organizations will not promote them on their 

websites or social media. For example, the Board of the Archivists Round Table of Metropolitan 

New York announced in December 2019 they would support member requests to advocate for 

increased diversity and equity. Their Board voted to discontinue accepting job position posts that 

                                                 
1 Organizations requiring salary information in job postings 

Archivists Roundtable of Metropolitan New York, Association of Moving Image Archivists, Association of College and 

Research Libraries/Rare Books and Manuscripts Section (RBMS), CLIR+DLF Job Board, Maine Archives and Museums, 

National Association of Government Archives & Records Administrators (NAGARA), National Council on Public History, New 

England Archivists, Northwest Archivists, Society of Florida Archivists, Society of Georgia Archivists, Society of Southwest 

Archivists, USAjobs, and We Here. 
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do not include a salary or salary range. The announcement came after months of consternation 

about salaries and pay inequities raised at the SAA 2019 Annual Meeting. 
 

The formation of the informal Ad-hoc Working Group on Archivist Salary Transparency resulted 

in a thorough report that contained data in support of a decision to require salary transparency in 

the hopes that SAA Council would vote in favor of doing the same.2 In response, the Business 

Archives Section also conducted a survey of their membership, and although the results 

supported the creation of a compensation task force, 77% of BAS members did NOT support a 

resolution across all of SAA, including the SAA Job Board and social media accounts for all 

sections, that would ban the posting of jobs without salary information.3 The majority of their 

members believed the requirement would create one result: far fewer business archives job or 

internship postings via SAA. The BAS did not provide data to support this concern, and the 

ACTF has not found any supporting data, either.   

 

Despite clear support from a significant portion of SAA membership, the majority of Council 

members chose not to approve a salary transparency requirement when presented at the 

December 2019 meeting for a vote. Rather, they approved providing an incentive to those who 

did provide salary/compensation information in their postings. However, Council did approve 

the creation of the ACTF, which has been working this past year to gather, disseminate, and 

develop solutions to improve compensation for the profession that is on par with our professional 

peers. One of these solutions has been promoting salary transparency.  

 

In March 2021, another motion to approve salary transparency was made, and the initial motion 

was recanted and amended to remove the requirement that archival salary also be included in 

those job postings sent via the SAA Discussion Lists. The second motion was struck down 

altogether since a few members required further information prior to voting. Questions for the 

ACTF seeking further clarity about salary transparency were submitted by Council via the 

Discussion List and sent to the group via their Council liaison. Here are the questions and 

subsequent answers:  

 

 Many have articulated the benefits that would come along with salary transparency 

initiatives, including requiring posting salary info to the job board. What is the benefit-to 

the profession-of not doing this?  

o The benefit of NOT doing this is that we preserve the status quo. The current 

system uses information asymmetry (where only the employer knows how much 

they are willing to pay) at the expense of setting a fair value for archival 

professionals. Data shows that NOT listing salaries disproportionately targets 

women and people of color who are historically underpaid for their work. The Job 

Board’s lack of salary transparency results in a haphazard system where under- 

                                                 
2 October 2019 Council Agenda Item: IV.A.1. Archival Salary Advocacy Group; According to their survey report, 

they received 1311 individual survey responses, with 1012 respondents identifying themselves as SAA members. 

The vast majority of respondents supported the requirement of some form of salary information in job postings on 

the SAA Job Board, and a smaller majority supported a requirement for postings on SAA listservs or blogs and 

social media when notices come from SAA leaders and/or administrators acting in an official capacity. 
3 October 2019 Council Agenda Item: IV.A.2. BAS Survey on Salary Requirements for SAA Job Postings 

https://www2.archivists.org/sites/all/files/1019-CC-IV-A-1-SalaryAdvGroup.pdf
https://www2.archivists.org/sites/all/files/1019-CC-IV-A-2-BAS-Survey.pdf
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and over-qualified SAA members compete for a small number of vague position 

descriptions.  

o A survey of nearly 1,200 SAA job postings from 12/2016-2/2020, illustrates 

potential and promise for the Job Board. 

 42% (499) of job postings received 1-3 candidates. 

 32% of job postings (375) received 4-9 candidates. 

 But, 15% of job postings (176) delivered 0 candidates.   

o Unfortunately, only about 20% (238) of the postings contain trackable data related 

to Salary Range, those that listed salary range from $30,000 - 192,000. This is 

both far above and below the median archivist salary! But only 29 (16%) of the 

group that delivered 0 candidates listed salary or salary range. 

o To complicate issues related to the many variables in salary compensation, the 

most effective listings (e.g. those that delivered the most candidates) are for 

positions with salaries ranging from $35,360 - 67,101 for Entry Level and from 

$40,000 - 64,600 for Experienced archivists. 

o The status quo can be improved. SAA can support its membership with this 

change. This would benefit SAA members and employers (by showing them how 

their salary requirements are unreasonable) and would help us better understand 

our members’ values and interests. By requiring salary transparency in its Job 

Postings, SAA can begin to establish a fair market value for its members and for 

archival professionalism based on our training, commitment, experience, and 

expertise. 

 

 What recommendations do you have for those that simply cannot post jobs with salary 

information due to stringent institutional practices? What approaches/strategies do you 

suggest members have to speak with their institutions even if they know change may not 

happen? 

o The ACTF will look to archivists like Meg Tuomala, who has successfully argued 

for salary transparency within their institution, to gain information to develop an 

advocacy toolkit so our members can approach HR, upper management, and/or 

administrative officers.  

o Once the toolkit is complete, ACTF can host a forum with archivists and directors 

who have successfully advocated for salary transparency change at their 

institutions. 

 

 What other considerations have you thought of for those that cannot abide salary 

transparency? Is it just tough luck? What other archives-centric job posting sites would 

you back and recommend? 

o If SAA recommends going to other job boards that don’t support salary 

transparency, then that negates supporting salary transparency.   

o The ACTF will recommend the creation of an advocacy toolkit for archivists who 

are seeking to change their institution’s policy on salary transparency.  

 Would you be ok with the revised motion of allowing sections to post jobs on their social 

media platforms that are specific to their needs and give them the autonomy as they see 

fit even if they don't have salary information? Provided that we urge and challenge 

sections to seek and highlight the jobs that do share. 
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o If current policy permits section leaders to post jobs that are not on the SAA Job 

Board, then there should not be a problem with having them post jobs without 

salaries to their listservs.  

o The ACTF agrees it should be left up to each section to decide since it may be 

harder to enforce a salary transparency policy for section discussion lists, and 

there is no existing posting policy or review process for posts before they go to 

the larger lists. 

o That said, a wider SAA stance may influence what sections will/will not allow. 

 

 Since many regional organizations have adopted salary transparency for their job boards, 

how many job postings from non-traditional institutions showing salary have they run 

across in their research? This one is more out of curiosity and totally understand if they 

don't have in their research. (Eric Chin) 

o One example is the State of Colorado’s Equal Pay for Equal Work Act 

(EPEWA),enacted in January 2021. It requires salary posting transparency to 

close the pay gap.  

o This may be a difficult year to assess the effects of new salary transparency 

policies on regional job boards. Many of the policies were enacted just before or 

during the pandemic, a time when job postings fell dramatically across the 

archival profession. 

 

RECOMMENDATION(S)  

THAT the SAA Council support and pursue the following actions:  

1. Require compensation (salaries, salary ranges, hourly wages, or stipends) information 

for all job postings on the SAA Job Board, SAA Career Center, blogs, and social media. 

 

2. Require all institutions paying to post jobs on the SAA Job Board include complete, 

accurate, and standardized data related to qualifications, job type, and salary or salary 

range. 

 

3. Update guidelines and add required fields and data structures to Job Board posting 

template. 

Support Statement: Requiring compensation information in SAA’s job postings supports our 

members by establishing accountability for institutions to pay professional-level salaries for 

archives and archives-adjacent positions, allowing institutions to evaluate the salaries they pay 

against those of comparable institutions, and providing job seekers an important data point in 

applying for positions and negotiating salary as part of a job offer.  

Impact on Strategic Priorities: Approval of the proposed revisions will have direct impact on 

all four Strategic Priorities, as follows: 

 Goal 1 (Advocating for Archives and Archivists), particularly 1.1, 1.2, and 1.4, as they 

will assist, educate, and influence leadership and decision makers in promoting the value 
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of archives and archivists to institutions, communities, and society by actively advocating 

for professional-level salaries, which ultimately has an impact on the value of archives.  

 Goal 2 (Enhancing Professional Growth) is also supported, since salary accountability 

and transparency will support the career development of archivists (2.1).  

 Goal 3 (Advancing the Field) because it will assist the Archival Compensation Task 

Force in establishing guidelines, best practices, and/or standards in their final 

report/recommendations (3.1).  

 Goal 4 (Meeting Members’ Needs), particularly 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, because these updates 

are in direct response to requests from members and have been supported by several 

high-profile regional organizations and archives-adjacent institutions. If approved, this 

revision will encourage institutions to be transparent and reevaluate their compensation 

levels. Higher pay and compensation will foster a more inclusive association and 

profession by providing the funds that are necessary at this time to contribute and 

participate in SAA and other leadership opportunities, including promotions.  

Fiscal Impact: A report generated by SAA’s Director of Finance and Administration is attached 

that outlines the SAA Job Board revenue over the past ten years. It indicates that even a complete 

discontinuation of the SAA Job Board would still have left the organization with a financial net 

gain in 9 of the past ten years.  

Requiring salaries may reduce the number of postings, especially initially as organizations adapt 

to the change. There are ways this impact can be offset, such as reexamining the pricing structure 

of the Job Board (which the Director of Finance and Administration notes has not changed in 

more than ten years). The proposed action item will require limited SAA staff time to make the 

adjustments to the website and Job Board template, and to confirm compensation data is present 

for submitted posts.  

In the long term, greater salary transparency could have a positive fiscal impact on SAA. If 

organizations gain a greater understanding of fair compensation for archival labor and begin to 

compensate their employees accordingly, salaries could rise and reliance on contract labor could 

diminish. These positive effects on the finances of archivists would result in more archivists 

paying higher membership dues in our tiered dues structure, and in more archivists who are able 

to join and maintain membership in SAA. 
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Appendix A 

 

Data analyzed from SAA Job Board postings from Jan 2017 – Feb 2020  

 
The vast majority (84%) of job postings are full-time positions, but 956 don’t list salary or range. 

 

TYPE  # of JOB 
POSTS 

 

Contract 62 

Full-Time 1000 

Part-Time 114 

Temp to Perm 18 

*No Salary Listed 956 

TOTAL        1,194 

Most postings (69%) require Experienced professionals. See detailed breakdown in chart below.  

 

JOB LEVEL  # of JOB 
POSTS 

 

Entry Level 181 

Experienced 827 

Internship 
Paid/Unpaid 

186 

*No Salary Listed 956 

TOTAL 1,194 

 
Most postings (53%) left Education blank. 36% prefer Masters. See table below on right. 

 

EDUCATION  # of JOB POSTS 

 

4 year degree  
or less 

112 

Masters 435 

Doctorate 7 

Blank {null value] 640 

*No Salary Listed 956 

TOTAL 1,194 

 

Excel pivot tables showing disparities between desired Job Level and null values in Education 
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Appendix B 

 

Examples of professional associations requiring salary or salary range in jobs: 
 
1. FLORIDA: Society of Florida Archivists voted unanimously On July 2, 2020. 

 
2. GEORGIA: Society of Georgia Archivists changed policy on April 20, 2020. 
 

 
 

3. MARYLAND: AMIA (Association of Moving Image Archivists) changed policy in January 2020. 
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4. NEW ENGLAND: New England Archivists serves archivists in Connecticut, Massachusetts, New 
Hampshire, and Rhode Island.  
 

 
 
5. PACIFIC NORTHWEST: Northwest Archivists serves archivists in Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and 
Washington. They changed their job postings policy in 2019. 

 
 

6. SOUTHWEST: Society of Southwest Archivists serving Arizona, Arkansas, Louisiana, 
Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Texas voted unanimously to change rules in March 2019. 
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7. NYC: Archivists Round Table of 
Metropolitan New York changed its policy 
in 2019. 
 

8. VIRGINIA: CLIR (Council for Library and 
Information Resources) changed its 
policy. 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 


